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Technogym skillmill second hand

You have just added this product to the basket: unspecified Page 2Page 3Page 4 The ™ Still Novo reconstruction process has been developed in accordance with Technogym's ® standards. The equipment is fully rebuilt and tested with the same performance as a new product. All components, from the electronic display to cables and lining, are inspected,
tested and replaced with original Technogym® components, where necessary, in accordance with a rigid inspection protocol. After the reconstruction process, each piece of equipment is checked to ensure safety during use. An electrical safety test is also planned for cardio equipment. When you buy Still Novo equipment™ you buy the quality and warranty ®
Technogym that comes with all the equipment. Your investment is safe because you will receive: A 12 month warranty Technical support through the extensive and specialized network Telephone support from Monday to Saturday Every More Novo™ product is equipped with: User and Maintenance Service Manual (for all cardio products, including heart rate
transmitter and maintenance kit) Download skillmill directory is the first flexible and complete functional training product , capable of simultaneously training strength, speed, resistance and agility. Thanks to Technogym's long experience in sports, Skillathletic Training is born. The training method developed by Technogym allows the user to improve their skills.
Those working at SKILLMILL can therefore increase their skills, training in an attractive and effective way just like a real athlete. A new product, a new way of training Skillmill was born as a non-motorized product that is activated only with the power of the user. If the user wants to increase the speed, he must move to the front platform. The opposite
movement by moving backwards will slow down the speed. The product is specifically designed to follow the athlete's pace. In addition to its ergonomic design it offers durability and safety. POLYKINETIC TECHNOLOGIESAkinetic to registered patent multi-drive technology, the user can experiment with different combinations of speed and resistance. It can
choose between different levels of resistance simply by running a lever. In this way, a strict walk is associated with an increase in metabolic intensity, along with an increase in resistance. Another important result of this technology is maximum muscle activation. For example, pushing the slide position involves the use of buttocks similar to that obtained by
catalysis. DEVELOPED WORKOUT SKILLSPower, speed, endurance and agility are the main foundations of right-hand training. In 201 allows you to increase these functions using training that is similar to HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training). This training methodology alternates short but intense phases of anaerobic exercise with low-intensity recoveries.
As a result it is possible to increase aerobic and anaerobic capacity in addition to fat metabolism. Another result is an increase in neuromuscular coordination, thanks to the progressive improvement of the ability to perform complex movements. Skillmill actually allows different types of combinations of basic movements to be made. So as to help athletes
perfect thrust, traction, rotation, movement, bending, squatting and sinking. It does so safely, preventing incorrect postures, potential injuries and risks of over-training. IMPROVES GROUP SKILLS Retrains UNITY SELF, an interactive touchscreen that includes the SKILLMILL app, you can increase content and training programs. They increase user
motivation and participation and, consequently, the capabilities of the installation. Skillmill class, Skillathletic class and virtual training are the forms that allow for a completely personalized workout. Skills class sessions are better tailored to smaller groups and, consequently, to individual needs. The Skillmill category is suitable for the needs of high energy
centers and guarantees levels of athletic performance based on your heart rate goals. Always under the supervision of the instructor. Finally, virtual training offers a number of individual or group workouts. These can be done without the supervision of the staff and allow you to organize and maximize the use of the product. ADDITIONAL PRODUCT
FEATURES With a depth of 1910 mm, a width of 890 mm and a height of 1540 mm, the Skillmill offers a workout that can be adjusted to 11 levels of magnetic resistance and unlimited speed. The presence of the built-in console, available in Console and Connect, ensures that data is tracked during training and storage through the Mywellness cloud platform.
Highly intuitive and easy to read, the console measures watt, resistance level, time, speed, distance and heart rate via Bluetooth® Smart. Skillmill's dual handle allows the user to take the right position for high or low thrust, in any type of construction. And with the accessory kit the variety of triggers and blood cells is even greater. Finally, the front wheels make
it easier to move the equipment from one place to another. SKILLMILL Versions In addition to the completeness of connected workout and data monitoring with Skillmill Connect, there are two other versions of Skillmill. With Skillmill go, the focus is on Athletic Performance Training under the supervision of the instructor or with the support of the virtual training
solution. Training by controlling physiological parameters and training data is possible thanks to the Skillmill console. Real-time and easy to read thanks to the built-in console. Home Technogym Users can experience the most immersive full experience of Sports Performance Training with SKILLMILL ™ Connect, a product that is fully connected to a large
backlit LCD screen and with the data tracking function to evaluate parameters and personal training results and store them through the ® mywellness open source cloud platform. mywellness. information from the manufacturer for SKILLMILL ™ Technogym Dimensions 1910 x 890 x 1540 mm (75 x 35 x 61 ) | 180 kg (397 lbs) Sold out Sold out Please wait...
We use cookies and live chat to continuously optimize and improve our website for you. Close this notification to accept cookies, save your chat history, and continue to use the site. For more information about cookies and our live chat, please refer to our Privacy Policy. I agree something to sell in this category? List now and you can reach the right target
groups! This brand's first fitness machine was built in a garage in Technogym Village in 1983. Today Technogym is present in more than 100 countries and is one of the leading manufacturers of high quality equipment in the field of education and wellness. About 35 million athletes use new and used Technogym training equipment every day. Fitness
equipment of this brand can be found in gyms, medical centers, hot springs, companies, cruise ships, schools, universities and sports clubs. People interested in sports as well as fitness companies buy and sell training and treatment equipment to fitnessmarkt.com. If you want to get to the right target group, simply create an ad for your new or used
Technogym training equipment for fitnessmarkt.com.Buy and sell new or used Technogym training equipment If you are interested in new or used Technogym training equipment, you can find a wide range of suitable products for fitnessmarkt.com. If you want to sell new or used Technogym training equipment, you will find exactly the right target group for
users in fitnessmarkt.com. Since the first impression is very important, you should take care of a good visual impression. Your ad should contain all the necessary information about the training equipment that Technogym used and have an attractive design. It is also recommended to include images from the new or used Technogym training machine. Many
prospective buyers are interested in delivering new or used Technogym training equipment. If you can offer delivery of the Technogym training equipment you sell, include this information in your ad. If you don't have the opportunity to deliver technogym training equipment, you can also contact the various transportation and relocation providers in the service
area fitnessmarkt.com. If you need help creating ads, don't hesitate to contact us. Our team fitnessmarkt.com be happy to support you. Enquide Cybex Cyclone Upright Bike, 5 years old ... £600.00 Enquire 4 x Life Fitness 95T Treadmills for sale... £4,000.00 Mission... Send... Send...
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